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Once again, a whole schoolful of students and
staff embark on their vacation richer than when
they came in September. In this issue we hear
from our grads and departing teacher Katie
Hoogendam about their time at TDChristian. 
For concrete glimpses of the kind of learning
and gift-development that have gone on, check
out the article on the Belize International Co-op,
the report on the China Drama Team’s summer
plans, and the poems by graduating student
Laura Konyndyk. It’s exciting and humbling for 
all of us to be part of what God is doing at
TDChristian! In the words of the prophet Isaiah,
we say with thanksgiving to God, “All that we
have accomplished you have done for us.” 
(Isaiah 26:12b, NIV) 

The Class of 2007
by Jennie Das

he graduating class is often asked to complete a survey during their graduating year. 
This year, Grade 12 Data Management student Jonathan Ashton prepared a survey in

collaboration with me. He gave me his data raw and unanalyzed, and will not know what
I’ve written until he sees this in print. I won’t see his work either until after submitting
this article. It’ll be interesting to compare our findings!

The survey addressed students’ involvement in the performing arts and athletics as well
as attendance at various school-related fun events. It asked how students spent some of
their non-school hours, whether they had yet discovered a passion, and if they had ever
been on a cross-cultural school trip. Finally, students were asked to rate their experience
at TDChristian in nine categories related to its mission, using a scale of 1 (poor) to 10
(excellent). Here are some noteworthy items. 

Seventy-eight percent of the class has been involved in the performing arts, including
band, choral music, or drama. At TDChristian we’ve worked to make music and drama 
a key part of our school culture, and it would seem from this statistic that the effort is
bearing fruit. Those who did not get personally involved still gave the school a reasonable
rating (6.6) when asked how well we did at developing their gifts or interest in the arts.
Almost all of the class – 99% – made an effort to attend at least one event in which they
were not personally involved; talent nights and drama productions were the most popular. 

A responsible attitude towards the body is another learning goal at TDChristian. 
A high proportion of Grade 12 students, 82%, exceeded the minimum graduation
requirements in athletics or fitness. Outside of school, 88% engage in some form of 
physical activity (one hour or more per week). 

Forty-four percent of the class has had a cross-cultural volunteer or course-related
experience – 55% if we include those who went on the Grade 12 trip to Quebec City. 

continued on page 4
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International Co-op 
in Belize: 
An Unexpected Experience 

by Justin DeMoor

John Lennon said, “Life is what happens when
you are busy making other plans.” Students 
participating in the first-ever International 
Co-op in Belize, now home again, experienced
that many times, but one event in particular
stands out. 

The Belize team’s plan was to travel to the northern
town of Corozal to help a school with some painting. On
the way, they met an American couple who were setting
up a children’s library there, and some of the students
offered to go and help them with painting. On the way 
to the couple’s house, seeing a group of cane cutters at
work in the fields, the students decided to stop and give
the workers some of their own food and drink. The cane 
cutters, unused to such luxuries on their daily wage 

of about $2 (US), were very
appreciative. 

The next morning the team
returned to the cane cutters
with food left over from 
breakfast and about 300 Belize
dollars ($150 US) from their own
spending money. The workers
were overwhelmed by this 
generosity, as the amount was
more than two months’ wages.
Before going on their way, the
students prayed with the cane
cutters. 

What an amazing and
memorable experience for all
concerned! Several of the 

students blogged the event, mentioning that it made
them realize how much they had always taken for 
granted. Coming in the midst of other plans, it certainly
was the work and blessing of God, and illustrates how
God worked in and through the students during their
three months in Belize. 

See photos on page 4

Co-op in Belize

TD Students
take their
drama to

China
TDChristian has accepted
an invitation to partner
with American Chinese
Civic Exchange in taking
Shakespeare to China 
this summer! The goal of
the sixteen-day trip is to
introduce Chinese students
to drama, an art form that
receives less attention in
their educational system.
The troupe of fifteen
drama students, leaving
July 6, expects to visit 
several schools where 

students are taking 
summer courses in English
as a second language. 
In each setting, twelve
Chinese students will 
practise with us and be
incorporated into the play.
We expect to present A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
to over 1000 people! 

While in most settings 
it will be our actions that
speak, we will have the
freedom in at least one
school to integrate our
faith more explicitly into
what we do and say. In
exchange, we hope to learn
about and appreciate the
Chinese culture. We plan
to visit several tourist
areas, enjoy the food, and
experience some typical
cultural activities. 

In preparation for 
taking the play overseas,
the troupe completed a
local tour that included
seven shows, a variety 
of venues, and a broad
spectrum of audiences.
Before each show, they
conducted a three-hour
workshop with twelve
local attendees in order 
to integrate them into 
the production, making
each performance a
unique challenge. The
accompanying pictures
show actors and audience
participants sharing the
adventure. We’re looking
forward to more of the
same!

Scenes from this year’s 
performance of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
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Joseph Adema Jonathan Ashton Ryan Atkins Paul Baldeo Emily-Claire Barton Oriana Bedard Luke Blydorp Danielle Bovenberg
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Amber Groen Peter Groot Stephanie Haffenden Sabrina Henry Chelsey Hiemstra Andre Hintz Steven Hollaar Scott Horlings

Ken Miedema Laura Mikelsons Denise Moreno Bronwyn Mulrooney Tosin Odemuyiwa Joshua Olthof Andrea Ootjers Brian Pitman

Zach Slipetz Hannah Smele Joel Smit Madeleine Smith Christopher Terpstra Ian Thoroski Kevin Tsui Matthew Valkenburg

Melanie VanDyken Ian VanHarten Mitchell VanMeggelen Kristofer VanSoelen Aaron Varano Simon Veenstra Bridget Visser   Jillayna Visser  

Noah Keoshkerian Matthew Kesthely

Congratulations

David Kim Sora Kim Dorothy Koerssen Laura Konyndyk Bradley Kooy Thomas Kooy



Alisha Buisman HeaJin Cheon Ezra Choi Noelle Chow Ben Cogo Nathan Das  Jordan deBoer  Christopher DeJong  

Byron Elzinga Daniel Faber James Faber Jonathan Feddema Kristen Ferkranus Iain Gabrek Ashley Ghobrial Stephanie Gilmour

Kieran Hoult Colin Hoving Darryl Hoving Elizabeth Huyer Krista Huyer Rachel Idzerda Andre Johnson Chris Kang

Evelyn Prins David Riedstra Elizabeth Riggs Donna Rose Jeff Rozema Alyssa Ryzebol David Ryzebol Daniel Saad

Rochelle VanColler Rebecca VandeKemp Caleb Vandenberg Evelien VanderKloet Lindsay VanderKooy Nathan Vandermey Maria VanderVeen Lucas VanderWilp

Vanessa Voorberg  Rebecca Vos Harris Weening Jesse Weening Jessica Wei Simon Winter

Charlie McKinlay Michael Michaels 

Joshua Kortleve Nathan Lamont Kelsey Laswick Sebin Lee Erin Leydon Jeremy Ligterink Nicholas Lombardi Andrew MacKenzie

John Martens Rebekah Massaar Joshua Mau Brent McClenny Zachary McKayLauren Macnab
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Attention Alumni!  
Please keep us posted
regarding reunions, 
marriages, births, career
moves, and any other
important milestones.
Simply e-mail alumni@
tdchristian.ca. Don’t worry
if you’re late in reporting 
– we’re still interested!
(P.S.: A glitch in the e-mail
has been fixed.)

• Births
• Kevin (90) and

Deborah (Bouwers,
90) Maas welcomed
their fourth son,
Sawyer Julien,
February 22, 2007. 
A new brother for
Logan, Noah, and
Levi.

• Adam (97) and Jessica
(Speelman, 97) Van
Loenen had their first
baby, Tyler Blake,
April 13, 2007.

• Bruce (94) and
Danielle (Kresta)
Maas had their 
third child, Rachel
Elizabeth, February 9,
2007. A sister for
Joshua and Rebekah.

CONGRATULATIONS, 
EVERYBODY! 

@tdchristian
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Retrospective
by Katie Hoogendam

In 2002, I walked across a football field to claim my diploma from
Hope College in Holland, Michigan. Although accepted by Regent
Seminary, I ended up enrolling in the Post-BA Program in Education 
at Calvin, set to end at the same time as Jordan’s graduation from the

same school. Uncertain of my future, I had not “planned” these steps per se, but they are
what eventually led me to TDChristian. Three years later, I can hardly believe how much
I’ve learned.

As an American, I’ve learned much about life in Canada and the particular brand of
patriotism here. As one who has “married in,” I’ve also learned more fully what it means
to be Dutch; I continue to be fascinated by the language, customs, and assumptions that
come with this ethnic and cultural territory. And as a product of the public school system,
I’ve learned what it means to foster a worldview, invite dialogue, and encourage growth
under the banner of faith. 

Mostly, however, I’ve learned a lesson that all new teachers must: each school is only 
as strong as its staff. I leave behind a group of wildly curious and academically rigorous
colleagues who have lavished their love and energy upon me and given me unending
intellectual stimulation, emotional support, and soulful conversation. 

“As iron sharpens iron, so one sharpens another” (Proverbs 27:17 NIV). I spent my
childhood summers at my grandparents’ home, and still remember the excitement I 
felt whenever my grandmother pulled out her knife-sharpening stones. I used to enjoy 
running my fingers over their cold surfaces, imagining the effect of the friction on 
the blades. As I think of this now, it reminds me of the strangely beautiful friction of 
relationship that challenges and sharpens us all. At TDChristian I’ve been fortunate
enough to experience this sharpening in a variety of ways from my peers, mentors, 
superiors, and students. In the hopeful and proactive community of TDChristian, with all
its colourfully authentic individuals, rustiness and rigidity have ceased to be an option 
for me.

I came to TDChristian as a teacher, but I leave as a student. It will probably take years
for me to understand and apply the gifts I’ve received here. Ideally, my students will have
learned a small something from our classes together; in actuality, I have learned more
than they or my colleagues will ever know. Thank you, TDChristian. @TDC

(top left) The International
Co-op Team

(above) HDCH teacher and
Co-op leader Wil Kamphuis
with cane cutters

(left) Kids respond
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Overall, students rated TDChristian high in nurturing
empathy and understanding for those different from
themselves. The rating was notably higher when averaged
only from the students who had gone on these trips,
showing how important such experiences are in 
developing a welcoming attitude towards others. We
want to continue such activities at TDChristian and look
for ways to involve even more students. 

Part-time jobs occupy considerable time for many 
students; 48% of the class has a job averaging 6 or more
hours per week, and 13% work 16 or more hours per
week at these jobs. It is not surprising, then, that 70% 
say they spend less than 6 hours per week on homework.
This is distinctly low for Grade 12s, yet they rate TDChristian
a 7.8 when it comes to providing a solid academic 
foundation – an observation confirmed by reports from
TD grads attending postsecondary institutions.

The highest average rating, 8.4, was given to the
“atmosphere” at TDChristian. When all is said and done,
students enjoy their high school experience and find TD 
a pleasant place to learn and live. In fact, a full 25% of
the class gave the school a perfect score on this measure. 

When rating the school against its mission in nine 
distinct categories, students who had completed their
entire high school career at TDChristian gave higher 
ratings in every category than those who had spent fewer
years here. While this is not surprising, it is significant. 
The school strives to develop the whole person within 
a supportive community, and this is a process that takes
time. The more years spent in this culture, the more one
fully appreciates the results. @TDC

Poems by Laura Konyndyk, Grade 12
Stuck

There was that morning by the gate
When you were bored and wandered
Over to the farmer’s field
To find an orange pumpkin
Growing among that warty race
Of freezing, yellow gourds
But the sun softened ice scabs to slush
And caused snowbanks to melt.
On the way over you weren’t able to
Free your rubber boot
From the black suction
Of thawing mud.

While you lifted your left foot
Your sock slid off, the one with the ruffled rim
And your ankle, a bony white knot
felt the chilly air of April on it
And under a rusty sun

That would soon blush a salmon pink
You called for your babysitter
While you stood on one leg.

Be Careful

Be careful not to burn your hand on
that rusty coil, 
glowing a deep sunset orange.
It belongs to the whistling kettle,
Do not test it
And be careful not to swim too deep
Or the undertow will insist you stay there.
And be careful with that peach juice outside.
A wasp might balance on the rim of your cup
and stumble into your drink.
And be careful while you’re skating,
feeling elevated and swift
on those silver, polished blades.

Land the wrong way and you will have
trouble getting up.
And be careful building that snow tunnel.
Its white walls could cave and you may feel the 

final, freezing 
presence of packed snow all 
around 
you.
And be careful while you’re driving. 
I don’t want you to drift.
The car may slide,
Become an aloof animal, or a whale – rolling on

its side – 
Into the ditch.
Just ... be careful.




